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1. Introduction  
 
 
Narrator 
Scowling at us from beneath a feathered hat – his moustache bristling and his hair 
wild – is Giovanni Benedetto Castiglione. Castiglione, as you’ll be discovering, was 
one of the most gifted and inventive artists of 17th century Italy. But today, few 
people know his name. One reason why, is that Castiglione had a major flaw.  
 
Timothy Standring 
He was an irascible individual, he was more feared than loved.  
 
Martin Clayton 
It made it very difficult for him to have good relations with patrons. And on the verge 
of establishing himself as an artist he would then fall out with the patron in quite 
spectacular fashion and this seems to have been a repeating pattern throughout his 
career.  
 
Narrator 
That was first Timothy Standring, curator of Painting and Sculpture at the Denver Art 
Museum, followed by Martin Clayton, Head of Prints and Drawings at Royal 
Collection Trust. Together, these two curators have been piecing together the details 
of Castiglione’s largely forgotten life.  



  

2.  The Saving of the Infant Pyrrhus 
 
Narrator 
Castiglione’s move to Rome in the early 1630s brought a change in his work. Out 
went animals and in came scholarly figure subjects. This one retells a legend from 
ancient Greek history about a certain King Pyrrhus. As a baby – and you can see him 
at the bottom right – Pyrrhus was saved from an invading tribe. His protectors used 
slingshot and spear to hurl messages across a river to their allies who came to the 
rescue with a boat. This sort of obscure, classical subject was all the rage in Rome at 
the time. But Castiglione couldn’t take credit for having discovered it himself. Martin 
Clayton. 
 
Martin Clayton 
It’s a composition that Castiglione would have known from a painting or possibly a 
preparatory drawing by Poussin. Poussin painted it in 1634 and Castiglione clearly 
knew either the painting or one of the preparatory drawings. 
 
Narrator 
The French-born Nicolas Poussin was probably the most successful artist working in 
Rome at the time. His clients included the most powerful figures of the papal court. 
Castiglione must have hoped to break into this elite market by copying Poussin in 
this way. But his rapid, sketchy style – for all its vitality – offered few of the learned 
details so admired in Poussin’s paintings. And even if Castiglione had been able to 
persuade Roman patrons of his brilliance, it seems his violent temper may have 
brought his stay in the city to an untimely end.  
 
In 1635 Castiglione’s stay in Rome appears to have been cut short due to a fight. 
Timothy Standring. 
 
Timothy Standring 
We’ve been able to find a great deal about the life of Giovanni Benedetto Castiglione 
and his temperament from trial documents and in one trial document we have 
depositions by a number of other artists who alluded to the violence on the part of 
Giovanni Benedetto. He may have reacted against a small skit in an improvisational 
play. In the play there were artists who were mocking possibly Castiglione’s inability 
to draw. 
 
Narrator 
It wasn’t much of a taunt, but Castiglione’s reaction to it was extreme. He appears to 
have fired an arquebus – a 17th century firearm – at one of his detractors. He didn’t 
kill the man, fortunately, but the records suggest he left Rome in a hurry, ending up 
in the southern city of Naples. 
 
 
 
 
 



  

3. The Head of an Oriental 
 
Narrator 
This head of a man wearing rich oriental dress with jewels on his turban and a thick 
fur collar on his robe reveals Castiglione’s brilliance as a true original.  
 
Martin Clayton 
It seems that in the 1640s Castiglione invented the technique of monotype, which is a 
fairly simple printmaking process. It involves coating a plate, probably a metal plate, 
with sticky printer’s ink, and that’s what makes the image. Now, you could either 
coat the plate in ink and then scrape the highlights away, or you could dab the ink on 
to the plate to create the image and in this stunning depiction of an oriental head in 
profile, Castiglione has used both techniques. He’s dabbed or drawn or with a brush 
added the ink on to the plate to create most of the image, and then scraped out 
some highlights in the hat and in the fur collar and the beard – you can see these 
white streaks where he’s scraped away some of the ink. Then having made the image 
on the plate you take a pull by putting a sheet of dampened paper against the plate, 
running it through the press and peeling away the paper and there you have a single, 
usually a single strong impression, hence monotype, one impression. 
 
Timothy Standring 
But the other thing about that is that he was so sensitive, Castiglione was so 
sensitive, that he would either press harshly on to the copperplate to dredge away 
the ink or he would hold it less so, and remove, let’s say, a middle ground of ink 
between incredible highlights or deep, dark shadows.  
 
Narrator 
One final thing before you move on. You may have noticed that there’s a horizontal 
band across this image. It’s one you’ll see a lot in Castiglione’s work and it comes 
from the paper-making process of the time when sheets were hung over a pole or 
rope to dry.  
  



  

4. Presumed Self-Portrait 
 
Narrator 
This etching was made probably toward the end of the 1640s when Castiglione was 
in his late 30s, and it’s a great example of his talents as a printmaker. Etchings are 
made by scratching through a waxy coating on a metal plate, then bathing the plate 
in acid to etch those scratched lines into the metal. And here, Castiglione creates a 
dense network of marks that wonderfully capture the textures of his velvet beret 
with its ostrich plume as well as the rich shadows framing his face.  Looking at this 
print as a whole, you may be thinking how much it resembles the work of another, 
rather more celebrated, printmaker working at the time – Rembrandt. Castiglione 
was, as far as we know, the very first Italian artist to respond to Rembrandt’s work. 
And if you glance at the example of a so-called ‘Oriental’ head by Rembrandt, you 
can see how closely Castiglione based his imagery and etching style on the Dutch 
master. 
 
Interestingly, Castiglione and Rembrandt were only a few years apart in age, but 
already Rembrandt’s fame was spreading south of the Alps. And it was through the 
wide circulation of prints that this was able to happen. Castiglione not only learned 
about the expressive potential of etchings from Rembrandt. He also grasped how 
prints could be used to establish a public identity. Castiglione’s tremendous scowl 
may have been intended to proclaim his furia – his fury – a concept at the time 
linked with unbridled creative drive. Certainly his floppy hat and feather became 
something of a trademark. You’ll find it appearing in a number of his prints and 
paintings as a sort of calling card.  
 
  



  

5. The Genius of Castiglione 
 
Narrator 
It may seem conceited of Castiglione to have entitled this print ‘The Genius of 
Giovanni Benedetto Castiglione’ – that’s the translation of the Latin inscription you 
can see in the center. But we need to remember that in the mid-17th century the 
word genius had slightly different connotations than it does today. It meant ‘guiding 
spirit’ or ‘inspiration’. And as the subject for a commercially produced print, it was 
an excellent choice. Martin Clayton:  
 
Martin Clayton 
This figure reclining semi-nude at the center sports the velvet cap and ostrich plume 
that we saw in the self-portrait etching of Castiglione and it’s intended to be a figure 
who is an artist, a creative type. He’s clutching the trumpet of fame, at his feet is a 
basket of chickens, they lay eggs, they are fertile. You will also see, just below his 
ankle, a rabbit, and of course rabbits are famously fertile. There is a putto in the sky, 
again with the trumpet of fame, he’s pointing up at the wreath, the laurel wreath of 
achievement. This great palm that stretches from behind the figure and fills most of 
the top half of the print is the palm of victory. So it’s a celebration, if you like, of 
creativity and fame, what the artist is hoping to achieve.  And there would have been 
a certain appeal in a print such as this that the patron could try to untangle the 
complex iconography and understand what the artist was aiming at. And by doing 
so, the patron became aware of the erudition and the skill of the artist who’d created 
this plate, so it was a form of self-advertisement and clearly Castiglione was not a 
shrinking violet by entitling it with his name slap bang in the middle of the print.  
 
Narrator 
Castiglione’s self-promotion through prints paid off. Now approaching the age of 
forty and back in Rome, his work as a painter and printmaker was thriving.  
  



  

6. Moses Striking the Rock  
 
Martin Clayton 
This very large drawing depicts Moses leading the Israelites through the wilderness 
and they were dying of thirst and Moses struck a rock with his staff and water flowed 
from the rock to quench the thirst of his tribe. It’s a very intense drawing, it’s a little 
hard at first glance to work out quite what’s going on, you have all these clamoring 
figures piled up in the foreground. And extraordinary to think that Castiglione drew 
this without any preparatory work, you can imagine him adding one figure, then 
another, and then another and slowly building up this composition focused on the 
dramatic figure of Moses at top left. It shows some of the seriousness that 
Castiglione had learned very consciously in Rome over the previous years. He’s now 
back in Genoa and he’s starting to come to terms with this rather elaborate, what we 
call late Mannerism that you find in Genoa at the period, these very expressive 
figures, flowing robes, complex compositions, and in a drawing like this Castiglione’s 
trying to marry this Genoese mannerism, this very sort of high-pitched style that he’s 
gone back into the middle of, with the seriousness and bold composition that he’d 
learned to draw in Rome. 
 
Timothy Standring 
It’s a very ambitious drawing, don’t you think? Because he’s trying to create a 
message to many of his Genoese patrons that he is a new Castiglione, completely 
reinvented like a new Ford. And here he is in Genoa saying, I am now the new 
classicizing Castiglione, please come and patronize me.  
  



  

7. The Finding of Moses 
 
Narrator 
What you’re looking at is an Old Testament subject, which shows, in the bottom 
right, a rather grumpy infant Moses being set onto the waters of the Nile. The 
Pharaoh had decreed all male Hebrew children be killed. And so, with evident 
distress, the family of Moses cast him adrift in a basket, in the hope of saving him. 
Castiglione handles this group with great dexterity. And other elements of the 
image, such as the foreground river god representing the Nile, and the crocodile 
peeking out behind him, show real confidence. Martin Clayton:  
 
Martin Clayton 
And in a drawing like this you see Castiglione working in a very large expansive style, 
but bringing to bear all the lessons that he learned in Rome the previous decade.  
He’s clearly striving for the grand manner and trying to make it as bold and 
impressive as possible, but he can’t disguise his natural exuberance, the fact that he’s 
able to conjure these figures with simply a brush dipped in oil paint as it soaks into 
the surface of a sheet of paper as he drags the brush rapidly across it. It’s a tour de 
force of expressiveness but also of spontaneity. 
 
Narrator 
By the mid-1640s, Castiglione had arrived at a point when he not only had a market 
for works like this, but also – documentary evidence reveals -- a dealer willing to pay 
him a regular salary for a one-work-a-month contract. It was an arrangement unique 
in Italy at the time. But with Castiglione, disaster was never far away.  
 
 
Martin Clayton 
By the mid-1640s Castiglione was becoming established as one of Genoa’s leading 
artists and he signed a contract to execute a painting for the Lomellini family and 
Giovanni Battista Lomellini was the Doge, the head of the Genoese Republic. And it 
was a common clause in artistic contracts for there to be arbitration as to the value 
of it and when he completed the painting the arbiters said that it wasn’t worth what 
the contract had said and in fury Castiglione’s reported as having drawn his knife, 
slashed the painting to shreds and swore that the Lomellini, this incredibly important 
family in Genoa, would never have another painting by him.  
 
Narrator 
The Lomellini were not the sort of family you upset without consequence. 
Castiglione not only fled Genoa in disguise, he spent the next four or five years in 
Rome, possibly in fear of his life.  
 



  

8. Vanitas 
 
Martin Clayton 
Like many of Castiglione’s works this drawing is a meditation on the futility of worldly 
achievement. To the bottom left we see the trumpet of fame, we see a book 
representing learning, we see a globe representing scientific discovery and worldly 
conquest and so on, but at the centre this woman stares down at a skull which she 
has in her lap, while to the right these very strange elongated cadaverous demons 
loom out of the shadows and menace her. It’s a startlingly disturbing image and I 
don’t know of anything quite like it from the period. 
 
Narrator 
The almost gothic darkness of this work is yet another example of Castiglione’s huge 
originality. But trouble still dogged Castiglione, as an astonishing cache of recently 
discovered documents has revealed. In 1995 a group of documents came to light in 
the Genoese archives. They related to a trial brought against him by his own lawyer 
in 1655 for non-payment of a debt. In making his deposition to the court, the lawyer 
revealed that Castiglione had been the subject of no less than 12 prior lawsuits. He 
then made this alarming speech: 
 
‘Is this a moral person who would throw his sister off a rooftop?’ The lawyer asked 
the court. ‘Who would accuse his brother of being a thief and an assassin and send 
him to jail? Who would flee Genoa with ill-gotten gains? Who would refuse to 
support the welfare of a niece or provide funds for her burial? And who would come 
close to killing his nephew by attacking him with seemingly unending punches?’ 
 
However much of this was true, what the trial documents made clear was the extent 
to which violence and dispute had played a part in Castiglione’s life. 
  



  

9. The Nativity with Angels 
 
Narrator 
This print showing the Virgin Mary cradling the Christ Child, looked on by two angels, 
is one of only 25 monotypes by Castiglione that survive. Each of them is an 
astonishing achievement of originality and skill. But this one, where Castiglione 
varies the pressure to make marks of different intensity and also plays with the 
amount of ink he applied to the plate, really stands out.  
 
Timothy Standring 
Because what he’s done is he’s created this mystical divine event with extraordinary 
means. He’s doing everything in the reverse. He’s putting on the ink first, then 
dredging away the whites, and out of that emerges not simply a composition of a 
mother and child with two angels, but also something that’s brilliantly illuminated 
with this sort of divine lighting that’s enhancing the composition. So it boggles the 
mind to think of the creative process that went into this prior to the execution. This is 
what makes it brilliant. Don’t you think Martin? 
 
Martin Clayton 
Yes -- if these monotypes didn’t exist it would be, I think, impossible to imagine them, 
it would impossible to think that an artist in the middle of the 17th century would be 
capable of creating something that looks as startlingly modern as this. It reminds me 
of German expressionism, of woodcuts of the late 19th century, the tortured poses, 
the extreme contrasts of light and dark are not what we associate with the 17th 
century at all.  
 
Narrator 
This free and expressive quality contributed to Castiglione’s fall into obscurity. To 
later generations, particularly in the 19th century when academic values of precision 
and high finish held sway, this sort of work seemed crude in the extreme. And it at 
least partly explained by this gifted artist failed to achieve the success and lasting 
fame he deserved.   
  



  

10. Circe with the Companions of Odysseus Transformed into Animals 
 
Narrator 
Castiglione was always happy to include animals in his work. You’ll remember they 
were his first love as an artist. And here he’s able to combine a great variety as part 
of a scene taken from the ‘Odyssey’ of the ancient Greek poet, Homer. Here 
Odysseus and his companions have landed on the island of an evil enchantress called 
Circe, seated on the right, who sets about turning them into animals.  
 
Martin Clayton 
So we can see in the foreground of the drawing their discarded armor, and scattered 
around all these animals into which Odysseus’s companions have been transformed. 
So we have obviously a cow staring out at us and a dog to the left, but also chickens, 
and in the foreground even a rabbit and a tortoise – I’m very fond of the tortoise –
and a monkey seated below the throne of Circe the sorceress. There would have been 
a delight on the part of the viewer of this drawing in Castiglione’s imaginative 
treatment of this scene from the most elevated source.  
 
But also there’s a thrill in how well he’s been able to control the oil on paper. The 
drawing of the cow, for example, is so brilliantly handled, he stares straight out -- 
there’s something even rather humorous about the way in which the cow stares out 
at us -- but it’s a beautiful combination of very rapid fluid lines of darker, sort of 
scumbled lines where the brush was dryer and he’s had to sort of grind it into the 
surface of the paper to get a bit of pigment out there. The overall composition is 
perfectly balanced, you’ve got these two poles of Circe on one side and one figure 
starting away from her in horror at top left. The drawings that Castiglione made in 
the early 1650s in this rather browner oil are I think his finest achievement. 
  



  

11. Franciscan Saints in Devotion  
 
Narrator 
All the figures in this group of five drawings are dressed in the rough brown habits of 
the Franciscan order. Franciscan monks took vows of poverty, and you may just be 
able to see that some of the saints have bare feet. They also practiced an ecstatic 
form of prayer. This was in imitation of their founder, St. Francis, whose devotions 
before an image of Christ on the Cross were so fervent, that he miraculously 
received the stigmata – the wounds Christ suffered during crucifixion. What’s most 
noticeable about these sheets, however, is how different they look. Martin Clayton: 
 
Martin Clayton 
These drawings might almost be called paintings proper in that Castiglione’s covered 
almost the entire surface of the sheet with this very dark bruised color oil paint and 
it’s so dense that here, unusually, he’s able to use some white heightening. You see 
the strokes of white to pick out the highlights on the saints’ robes. They are among 
the most dense of all of Castiglione’s drawings and using this technique he’s able to 
capture the most dramatic lighting as divine light comes down from on high to 
illuminate these saints cowering almost, below the divine image.  
 
Narrator 
These sheets may be connected to a commission for an altarpiece depicting 
Franciscan saints praying to the Virgin Mary, that Castiglione received in the 1650s. 
By now, he was back in Genoa and, having got over his trouble with the Lomellini 
family, was running a successful workshop that included his brother, his son and 
numerous assistants. 



  

12. The Nativity with God the Father  
 
Narrator 
This work is displayed so you can see it from both sides. The front of this sheet 
shows, on the left, the Virgin Mary seated with her arms tenderly wrapped around 
the baby Jesus lying in a manger. Sweeping down from the right, and supported on 
banks of clouds, God the Father and a host of cherubim look on in adoration. It’s an 
extremely tender image, and again an amazing example of the way Castiglione could 
compose a complex composition without any apparent preparation. Timothy 
Standring: 
 
Timothy Standring 
And here he’s rendered this in his oil paint on unprimed paper and it’s a great 
example of what happens when you apply and put these various touches with 
different viscosities of oil paint across the surface. Some are a little bit thicker than 
others, others there’s a higher oil content which bleeds into the paper, and if you 
walk around the back side you’ll actually see how it’s bled through in the tooth of the 
paper and it’s quite extraordinary. But what’s amazing is that we’ve got these large 
sheets of paper in which he’s highly controlled and yet at the same time 
extraordinarily spontaneous. I know that sounds like a contradiction, but here we’ve 
got somebody who knows when to release the touches on the paper and when to pull 
it off, when to twist the brush, when to apply pressure, when to simply scumble the 
paint across the surface in a very dry brush approach such as in the hay underneath 
the Christ Child. What we’re looking at is an extraordinary example of the best of 
Castiglione’s painting and drawing technique.  
 



  

13.  The Finding of Cyrus  
 
Narrator 
This lively and colorful sheet is Castiglione’s take on an ancient myth surrounding the 
infancy of Cyrus the Great, the king of Persia. According to legend the baby Cyrus, 
who appears on the left with his back towards us, had been abandoned in the wild. 
But a she-dog had nursed him and kept him alive. Here, as a woman and child enter 
from the right to discover Cyrus, the dog barks and turns to defend its charge. But it 
also seems to be wagging its tail. In fact, there’s something infectiously joyful about 
the entire work. And Castiglione’s extensive use of color – including touches of blue, 
olive green and red – greatly adds to this exuberant sense of life. It’s certainly one of 
those moments in Castiglione’s art where the boundaries between painting and 
drawing, ancient history and real life, are wonderfully blurred to form something 
truly original.  
 
At the time Castiglione made this, in the late 1650s, he had attracted the patronage 
of the illustrious Gonzaga family – the rulers of Mantua. In the last of the many 
relocations he’d made throughout his career, Castiglione took his family and studio 
to settle in the city. But again, for reasons unknown, relations with the Gonzaga 
cooled as Castiglione entered his final years. The stellar career that should have been 
his never fully materialized.  
 
 



  

14. Adoration of the Magi  
 
Narrator 
This dates to the early 1660s and depicts the Adoration of the Magi, who arrive from 
the right to offer their gifts to the infant Christ Child seated on the Virgin’s lap on the 
left. But looking at this final sheet, there’s something that doesn’t seem quite right. 
The application of paint, usually so assured in Castiglione’s work, seems erratic. The 
touches are overly dry in some places or swamped with oil in others. It seems that 
the artist suffered from gout or arthritis in his final years, and it may be that he was 
really struggling to hold his brush. But like all the oil drawings you’ve seen 
throughout this exhibition, this sheet was lovingly preserved. 
 
Castiglione died in 1664 aged 55. Despite his turbulent career and restless travels, 
he’d managed to keep together some 250 works on paper. These drawings remained 
together as a group, eventually finding their way to Venice where, having entered 
the collection of Joseph Smith, the British Consul to the city, they were purchased by 
George III in 1762. As a result, the Royal Collection now houses the finest group of 
Castiglione drawings in the world. Martin Clayton has these final thoughts on an 
artist both he and Timothy Standring hope will no longer remain a ‘lost genius’. 
 
Martin Clayton 
It’s clear if you turn and look at the works that we’ve seen in this gallery that we’re 
dealing with an artist who was unique in his time. Nobody else exploited oil on paper 
in anything like the degree that Castiglione did, no one else worked in monotype, his 
etchings are brilliant examples of mid-17th century printmaking. His tragedy, if you 
like, is that he was never able to fully exploit that, to carve out a career path that 
allowed him to put his talents to such use as they deserved. It’s a tremendous shame 
that Castiglione has fallen from the public eye. He was a famous artist for a century 
after his death, but the classical standards, if you like, of the 19th century saw 
Castiglione fall from grace and now he’s an artist who very few people have heard of, 
but he deserves to be recognised as one of the great draughtsmen, one of the great 
artists of the 17th century, and we hope that this exhibition goes some way towards 
restoring him to that position.  
 
 


